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Pork is one of the most consumed animal-derived protein sources around the

world, but less than 45% of dietary nitrogen (N) is converted into edible lean

meat. This inefficiency contributes to the 80% of human-induced N emissions

that have resulted in exceeding the planetary boundaries for N. Reducing this

inefficiency requires using a multifaceted approach. Swine genetic selection

programs have improved the rate of lean growth in recent decades, but further

improvements may be difficult because of lack of genetic variation within the

global pig population. Breeding programs to increase litter size have led to

intrauterine growth restriction and an increased proportion of low-birth-weight

piglets which do not utilize dietary protein as efficiently as normal birth weight

pigs. Intact males have greater lean growth rate and N efficiency than castrates

and gilts, and the use of immunocastration technology has been implemented in

some countries to capture this benefit while minimizing boar taint in pig meat.

Use of other metabolic modifiers including porcine somatotropin and

ractopamine, alone or in combination with immunocastration, can further

enhance lean growth and dietary N efficiency, but a general lack of consumer

acceptance and potential food safety concerns have led to regulatory restrictions

in many countries. Because feed production contributes about 70% of N

emissions in pig production systems, use of precision feed formulation and

feeding practices, selected dietary feed additives, feed processing, and

minimizing feed wastage appear to offer the greatest opportunity to reduce N

waste and environmental footprint to improve the sustainability of

pork production.
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1 Introduction

Globally, only 20% of nitrogen (N) is retained in useful

products with 80% of various N forms lost to the environment

(Sutton et al., 2019). This inefficiency in N utilization contributes

to the human-induced N emissions that have resulted in

exceeding the planetary boundaries for N (Rockström et al.,

2009) and led the United Nations to launch a global initiative

on Sustainable Nitrogen Management (UNEP, 2019). This

initiative involves efforts to mitigate N pollution by focusing on

strategies that enhance the efficiency of N utilization in

agricultural production (Liu et al., 2020). Although animal

agriculture has been criticized as being a major contributor to

many environmental problems including climate change, air

pollution, land degradation, water shortage and pollution, and

loss of biodiversity, it is also an indispensable component of our

global food system, economies, and society (Steinfeld et al., 2006).

Food producing farm animals contribute 40% of the total

agricultural gross domestic product, employ 1.3 billion people,

create livelihoods for 1 billion poor people, provide 33% of dietary

protein intake, and contribute essential nutrients for overcoming

undernourishment (Steinfeld et al., 2006). However, the global

livestock industry also contributes about one-third of human-

induced N emissions (i.e., nitrates, ammonia, nitrous oxide, and

other N oxides; Uwizeye et al., 2020). Although methane (CH4)

and carbon dioxide (CO2) are the major greenhouse gas (GHG)

emissions from ruminants, nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions are the

predominant GHG produced from pig manure, which is a much

more potent contributor to increased global warming potential

compared with CO2 and CH4. Although N2O is present in the

atmosphere at a lower concentration (6%) compared with CH4

(16%) and CO2 (76%), its global warming potential is nearly 10

times greater than CH4 and nearly 300 times greater than CO2

(U.S. EPA https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/understanding-

global-warming-potentials). In addition, ammonia and N oxides

contribute to air pollution, cause acidification and eutrophication,

and pose risks to human health (Galloway et al., 2008). Nitrates

and organic-N also contribute to water pollution and biodiversity

loss (Erisman et al., 2013).

Historically, pork was the most produced and consumed

animal-derived protein source in the world until recently, but

now follows poultry (FAO, 2022). Future consumer demand for

all animal protein sources, including pork, is expected to increase

in the coming decades (MacLeod et al., 2013). From a N

utilization efficiency (NUE) perspective, pigs (10 to 44%) have

an advantage over beef cattle (4 to 8%), are comparable to dairy

cattle (15 to 35%), but are less efficient than poultry (25 to 62%)

for their ability to convert dietary N into edible food products

(Gerber et al., 2014). Pork supply chains are complex systems

beginning with the production of fertilizers and chemicals to

produce feed crops, production of by-products used as feed

ingredients, feed processing, animal housing and production,

transportation of feed and animals, water use for drinking and

cleaning, energy use for light, heat, and ventilation, and manure

management (McAuliffe et al., 2016). Uwizeye et al. (2020)

reported that poultry and pork supply chains contribute 29% of
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the total N emissions from food animal production, with 68% of

these emissions being associated with feed production. Therefore,

feed formulation, selected feed additives, feed manufacturing

processes, and precision feeding strategies that minimize N

waste appear to offer the greatest opportunity for improvement

in NUE. However, it is also important to consider the feasibility

and potential magnitude for improvement in NUE through

genetic selection and use of metabolic modifiers.
2 How should NUE be measured

Improving NUE in pork production is only possible by

defining the criteria for measurement and establishing baselines

to evaluate progress over time. The ultimate goal of feeding pigs

is to produce safe, wholesome, lean, and nutritious pork with the

fewest resources and least environmental impact. To accomplish

this goal, NUE needs to be quantified at multiple levels of scale

beginning at the individual pig level. Whole body N efficiency is

commonly used as the measure for expressing NUE and is

calculated as the amount of N retained in the body divided by

the amount of N consumed by the animal. Millet et al. (2018)

proposed using standardized ileal digestible (SID) lysine (Lys) per

kg lean meat as a more specific functional measure of NUE

because dietary protein requirements are expressed relative to SID

Lys and the ultimate goal of pig production is to produce meat.

These are reasonable measures to use at the individual animal

level but nutrient requirements and subsequent performance

varies among individual pigs, and pigs are housed and raised in

groups in pens and barns on farms. Therefore, it is difficult to

measure and manage individual differences in NUE between pigs

under commercial conditions, which is essential if measurable

improvements are to be made. Gerber et al. (2014) suggested that

new indicators and approaches are required to assess nutrient use

in longer, more complex livestock supply chains beyond

individual animals or production units. From a pork

production systems perspective, it is also useful to use a mass

balance approach to calculate NUE at the farm level using

nutrients and pigs as inputs and kg live weight, kg carcass

weight, kg lean meat, or kg N in manure as outputs to

optimize economic and environmental efficiency. Therefore,

NUE should be assessed at multiple levels of scale using

multiple criteria to reduce N waste from pork production

systems to meet the global goals of Sustainable Nitrogen

Management (UNEP, 2019).
2.1 Metabolic efficiency of amino
acid utilization

Any factor (e.g., genetic changes, sex, feeding programs, feed

ingredients, feed additives) that affects the rate of whole-body

protein gain, and/or the proportion of muscle accretion relative to

non-muscle gain, ultimately affects the amino acid (AA) needs of an

animal (i.e., maintenance versus productive needs). This is

primarily due to the differences in AA composition of different
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tissues (Beach et al., 1943; Lloyd et al., 1978; Bikker et al., 1994;

Conde-Aguilera et al., 2014; Dai et al., 2014), differential rates of

tissue growth over time, and turnover rates (i.e., fractional rate of

synthesis versus fractional rate of degradation) of AA within tissues.

Lysine (Lys) is used as a standard reference for AA utilization

efficiency because of its central role in the ideal AA concept and it

being the most studied AA in swine nutrition (Kim et al., 2009a;

NRC, 2012; van Milgen and Dourmad, 2015). Digestibility of AA

are expressed on an apparent ileal digestibility (AID) or

standardized ileal digestibility basis. Use of SID is preferred over

AID because it accounts for basal endogenous losses, which vary

among individual AA, can represent 4% of N intake in 50 kg

growing pigs (Lautrou et al., 2022), is independent of dietary AA

and nutrient composition, and values are additive among feedstuffs

used in diet formulations (Stein et al., 2007).

The potential for improving the efficiency of AA utilization

requires understanding marginal efficiencies of using SID Lys for

maintenance and retention in addition to maintenance needs.

Modeling of published empirical data reported in the NRC (2012)

resulted in using estimates of the marginal efficiency of SID Lys

for protein deposition of 0.682 at 20 kg body weight (BW) and

0.586 at 120 kg BW, indicating that the marginal efficiency of

using SID Lys for protein deposition declines with increasing BW.

This reduction in efficiency also accounts for between-animal

variability (NRC, 2012) where the coefficient of variation for

BW gain among pigs of similar BW in commercial production

facilities is often greater than 10% (de Lange et al., 2012). In

addition, these efficiency estimates of using SID Lys for protein

deposition are less than the SID Lys estimate of 0.75 for

maintenance (NRC, 2012). This difference in Lys efficiency is

somewhat reflected by examining the empirical Lys data reported

in NRC (2012), where approximately 19.3 g SID Lys/kg BW gain

is required at 20 kg BW, but 20.0 g SID Lys/kg BW gain is needed

at 120 kg BW. On a whole-body protein deposition basis, using

7.1 g of Lys per 100 g whole-body protein deposition is equivalent

to 10.4 and 12.5 g SID Lys per 100 g whole-body protein

deposition at 20 and 120 kg BW, respectively (NRC, 2012).

Thus, as pigs are marketed at increasing BW, with increased

rates of lean tissue deposition per day as well as increased rates of

lean tissue deposition relative to rates of deposition of other non-

lean tissues (Strathe et al., 2009; Danfær and Strathe, 2012), the

increases in growth and protein deposition may be occurring

during a period of growth where marginal efficiencies are

decreasing (at least for Lys). Similar to Lys, there are

maintenance and retention efficiency values for all AA (NRC,

2012; van Milgen and Dourmad, 2015), but often there is a lack of

empirical data to confirm these values. For example, although

there are 42 data points available for Lys requirement estimates,

only 19 data estimates are available for tryptophan, 13 for

threonine, 11 for isoleucine, 7 for valine, and only 1 data point

is available for each of several other indispensable AA (i.e.,

arginine, histidine, isoleucine, and leucine) as reported in NRC

(2012). Therefore, more research is needed to improve our

understanding of the nutritional needs for each of these

indispensable AA as well as potential opportunities for

improving AA utilization efficiencies for metabolic purposes.
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The fate of undigested and unabsorbed AA and N entering the

large intestine has generally been considered to have minimal

nutritional value in pigs because several studies have shown

limited or no benefit of infusing individual or protein bound AA

into the large intestine (Fuller and Reeds, 1998). This assumption

has been based on studies that have shown no improvements in

whole-body N balance when pigs fed Lys or sulfur AA limiting diets

were infused with Lys (Wünsche et al., 1982) or methionine

(Darragh et al., 1994) in the large intestine. However, other

studies (James and Smith, 1976; Smith and James, 1976; Gargallo

and Zimmerman, 1981; Blachier et al., 2007) have suggested that

AA uptake occurs in colonocytes through AA transporters. In

addition, N absorption from the large intestine is predominantly

in the form of ammonia produced from microbial fermentation of

undigested protein (Fuller and Reeds, 1998). A large proportion of

absorbed ammonia is detoxified to urea in the liver and excreted in

the urine (Canh et al., 1997), but a significant portion of urea is also

recycled into the gastrointestinal tract (Jackson et al., 1984;

Mosenthin et al., 1992). Most of the recycled urea enters the

small intestine of pigs (Mosenthin et al., 1992) where urea is

hydrolyzed to provide N for microbial AA synthesis which can be

absorbed and utilized as an endogenous AA source (Torrallardona

et al., 2003). Columbus et al. (2014) fed a valine-limiting diet to

growing pigs and infused casein or urea into the large intestine and

observed that 80% of infused N was absorbed and whole-body N

retention improved regardless of N source. Results from this study

suggest that absorption of N from the large intestine appears to be

in the form of nonprotein N, which is returned to the small intestine

in the form of urea and subsequently used for microbial AA

production in the cecum and large intestine. Therefore, N

metabolism in the large intestine should be considered when

determining N and AA requirements and dietary supply

(Columbus et al., 2014).

Kornegay and Harper (1997) summarized results from studies

showing that nursery pigs retain a greater percentage of N

consumed (40 to 50%) than finishing pigs (30 to 50%), gestating

sows (35 to 45%), and lactating sows (20 to 40%). These

inefficiencies of N utilization are relatively low and indicate that

there are tremendous opportunities for improvement through

dietary interventions. Efficiencies of dietary SID AA utilization

for maintenance, protein accretion, and milk protein production

for growing-finishing pigs and gestating and lactating sows have

been summarized (NRC, 2012). In general, AA utilization

efficiency for maintenance functions range from 60%

(methionine + cysteine) to 147% (arginine) among growth,

gestation, and lactation phases, but AA retention efficiencies are

greater for growing-finishing pigs (52 to 127%) than for gestating

sows (40 to 96%) and lactating sows (58 to 82%). The lower AA

utilization for sows is due to greater mobilization of AA from

body protein compared with growing-finishing pigs. In gestating

sows, protein retention is a function of developing fetuses,

mammary tissue, placenta and chorioallantoic fluid, uterus, and

maternal body protein deposition (NRC, 2012). During lactation,

energy intake determines the extent of maternal body protein

utilization for milk protein synthesis based on adequacy of dietary

AA intake above maintenance requirements. Improving our
frontiersin.org
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understanding of potential improvements in AA utilization

efficiency in each stage of swine production requires addition

research to obtain more information on:
Fron
• Estimates of minimal catabolism of individual AA for

maintenance.

• Estimates of intestinal endogenous ileal AA losses for

gestating and lactating sows.

• Estimates of intestinal endogenous losses of AA based on

effects of dietary fiber and antinutritional factors.

• Amino acid composition of mammary tissue, placenta, and

uterus tissue at various stages of gestation.
2.1.1 Intrauterine growth restriction
Amajor contributor to inefficiency of N and nutrient utilization

in swine production is intrauterine growth restriction or retardation

(IUGR). Intrauterine growth restriction has been defined as

impaired growth and development of mammalian embryos and

fetuses and their organs during pregnancy (Romanelli et al., 2019)

resulting from insufficient uptake of nutrients, especially AA, from

the placenta (Lin et al., 2014). Genetic selection for increased litter

size is the primary factor contributing to IUGR because of uterine

crowding and increased nutrient demand during gestation (Town

et al., 2004; Foxcroft et al., 2009). Estimates for the incidence of

IUGR piglets born in litters produced on commercial swine farms

range from 15 to 20% (Wu et al., 2006) to as much as 30% (Amdi

et al., 2013; Hales et al., 2013). As a result, IUGR pigs contributes to

significant economic losses associated with low birth weight which

is associated with increased mortality and morbidity, impaired

gastrointestinal tract development, a permanent reduction in

growth rate, feed utilization, and a malfunctioning immune

system throughout the entire life cycle (Wang et al., 2005; Dong

et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015; Che et al., 2017). Resistance of IUGR

piglets to a pathogen challenge post-weaning is compromised due

to a moderate suppression of the immune response (Amdi et al.,

2020). In addition, IUGR piglets have altered plasma hormone

concentrations, differences in alpha diversity and metabolic

capabilities of small intestine microbial communities (Xiong et al.,

2020), as well as heavier brain, liver, lungs, and adrenal gland

weight, and reduced blood glucose levels at birth (Lynegaard et al.,

2020). Wang et al. (2013) showed direct linkages between maternal

nutrition and epigenetic modifications of fetal muscle leading to

impaired metabolism of nutrients and reduced growth and

development of muscle in IUGR fetuses. Specifically, the total

number of muscle fibers were less on day 90 and 100 of gestation

in IUGR fetal piglets compared with normal birth weight piglets,

and 37 proteins involved with energy and protein metabolism,

structure and type of muscle fibers, nutrient transport, intracellular

environment, and tissue integrity were differentially expressed

between normal and IUGR piglets. Interestingly, although there

were no differences in chemical composition of meat between IUGR

and normal pigs, meat from IUGR pigs had greater pH, lower

electrical conductivity and drip loss, was more tender, and had

greater consumer sensory scores for taste, smell, and overall

desirability (Matyba et al., 2021).
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Genetic selection against IUGR appears possible without

affecting current litter size levels if selection criteria includes both

litter size and within-litter proportion of IUGR piglets in the

breeding program (Matheson et al., 2018). Wang et al. (2017)

suggested that targeting maternal nutrition during late gestation

should reduce the incidence of IUGR. Because of the angiogenic

effects of arginine, glutamine, and glutamate, it may be possible to

increase placental weight, embryonic and fetal survival, growth, and

development (Romanelli et al., 2019). However, our current

understanding of the cellular and metabolic mechanisms of

amino acid regulation of metabolic pathways, embryonic and fetal

growth, and nutrient and oxygen flows through the placenta and

fetuses is poor and requires additional research.
2.2 Dietary N balance

Several researchers have modeled dietary NUE in swine by

estimating the amount of N retained in the body, N excreted in feces

and urine, and N emissions from manure as a percentage of total

dietary N (Millet et al., 2018). Results from these studies have shown

low NUE (30 to 43%) based on the amount of N retained as a

percentage of total dietary N consumed. These N-flow values are

supported by data conducted using an animal metabolism crate

manure storage system designed to simulate manure storage

conditions in typical swine facilities (Trabue and Kerr, 2014; Kerr

et al., 2018; Trabue et al., 2019a; Trabue et al., 2019b; Kerr et al.,

2020; Trabue et al., 2021a; Trabue et al., 2021b; Trabue et al., 2022).

In these studies, calculated mass balance of N did not, however,

account for all of the consumed N, with these researchers

speculating that the difference may be due to ammonia losses

from metabolism crates and flooring surfaces during the fecal and

urine collection process which has been shown to represent 19 to

25% of the N consumed (Burton and Beauchamp, 1986; van

Kempen et al., 2003; Li et al., 2011; Costa, 2017).
2.3 Lean gain efficiency

In growing pigs, AA and N requirements for maintenance

functions are determined by basal endogenous losses during

digestion related to feed intake and diet composition; skin and

hair losses; and minimal AA catabolism associated with basal

turnover of body proteins, synthesis of essential nitrogenous

compounds, and basal urinary urea excretion (Moughan, 1999).

Body protein deposition up to maximal genetic potential occurs

once AA needs for maintenance functions are met and adequate

energy is available. Body protein deposition is determined by the

difference between protein synthesis and degradation based on pig

body weight, sex, and the use of various metabolic modifiers such as

porcine somatotropin, immunocastration, and feed additives such

as ractopamine. Whole body and lean growth rates, feed efficiency,

dressing percentage, and retail meat yields of pigs have dramatically

increased over the last several decades (Oksbjerg et al., 2000; Chen

et al., 2002; Fix et al., 2010). Fix et al. (2010) concluded that the 45%

improvement in lean efficiency, as measured by lean gain per unit of
frontiersin.org
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feed intake, was equally attributable to both genetics and feeding

programs. Calculations to estimate efficiency of N utilization using

the data reported by Fix et al. (2010) suggest a 20% improvement in

N use for lean deposition (0.78 g carcass fat free lean per kg crude

protein (CP) intake for 1980 pigs versus 0.93 kg carcass fat free lean

per kg CP intake for 2005 pigs when all pigs consumed a more

nutrient dense diet in 2005. However, feeding the more nutrient

dense 2005 diet to the 1980 pig would have greatly exceeded their

energy and nutrient requirements resulting in the 1980 pig being

highly inefficient in dietary N utilization.

2.4 Nitrogen excretion and emissions

Nitrogen excretion and emissions are a function of both N

intake and retention. Numerous studies have shown that reducing

dietary CP concentrations and supplementing the diet with

adequate amounts of crystalline AA results in a reduction in N

excretion in manure due to a reduction in excess dietary N from AA

and other nonprotein N sources. Kerr (2003) conducted a

comprehensive review of studies published between 1967 and

1995 on the effects of feeding low CP-AA supplemented diets on

N excretion in pigs ranging from 11 to 85 kg BW and concluded

that for each one percentage reduction in dietary CP, N excretion

was reduced by approximately 8%, with the reduction in N

excretion being consistent across all body weights. This reduction

in N concentration in manure also has an impact on aerial

ammonia emissions (Latimier et al., 1993; Pfeiffer, 1993) which

indicates a direct linkage between nutrient inputs into the animal

and subsequent environmental impact. Additional studies

conducted since the Kerr (2003) review consistently show that N

excretion is reduced by 6 to 10% for each one percentage reduction

in dietary CP (Canh et al., 1998c; Noblet et al., 2001; Shriver et al.,

2003; Portejoie et al., 2004; Leek et al., 2005; Kerr et al., 2006; Leek

et al., 2007; Lynch et al., 2007; Powers et al., 2007; Le et al., 2009;

Jarret et al., 2011b; Osada et al., 2011; Li et al., 2015; Monteiro et al.,

2017; Trabue et al., 2021a; Ball et al., 2022; Vonderohe et al., 2022),

with concomitant reductions in ammonia emissions (Canh et al.,

1998c; Hayes et al., 2004; Portejoie et al., 2004; Leek et al., 2005;

Philippe et al., 2006; Leek et al., 2007; Lynch et al., 2007; Le et al.,

2009; Li et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2017). As a result, replacing dietary

CP concentrations with crystalline AA to meet estimated

requirements can reduce N excretion up to 50% depending upon

the magnitude of decreased dietary CP and the availability of

crystalline AA.

Although a reduction in dietary CP concentrations can have a

dramatic effect on reducing N excretion, increased dietary fiber

concentrations have generally shown a minimal impact on total N

excretion. However, feeding high fiber diets increases the

partitioning of N excretion from urine to feces (Canh et al., 1997;

Younes et al., 1997; Mroz et al., 2000; Zervas and Zijlstra, 2002a;

Zervas and Zijlstra, 2002b; Jarret et al., 2011a; Jha and Leterme,

2012; Jha and Berrocoso, 2016), which has a positive effect on

increasing the amount of N retained in the manure. In contrast to

the increase in manure N concentrations resulting in increased N

emissions observed in pigs fed high concentrations of dietary CP,

manure-N emissions are generally reduced by feeding pigs elevated
Frontiers in Animal Science 05
levels of dietary fiber (Canh et al., 1998a, Canh et al., 1998b; Mroz

et al., 2000; Kerr et al., 2006; Le et al., 2008; Galassi et al., 2010; Jarret

et al., 2011a; Trabue and Kerr, 2014; Philippe et al., 2015; Kerr et al.,

2020; Trabue et al., 2022). The lower emissions of ammonia from

manure from pigs fed high fiber diets is partially due to a shift in N

excretion from the urea-N in the urine to the microbial-N in the

feces (Canh et al., 1997; Zervas and Zijlstra, 2002a; Zervas and

Zijlstra, 2002b), lower manure pH (Canh et al., 1998a; Canh et al.,

1998b; van der Peet-Schwering et al., 1999; Kai et al., 2008; Ye et al.,

2008; Trabue et al., 2022) and manure crusting (Trabue and Kerr,

2014; Kupper et al., 2020).

Despite the well-known beneficial impacts of feeding low CP

and high dietary fiber diets on reducing manure N concentrations

and subsequent N-based emissions, the impact of nutrient

composition of swine diets on GHG emissions within the barn or

manure storage system is less understood. In general, feeding pigs

diets lower dietary CP has no effect on CO2, CH4, or N2O (Velthof

et al., 2005; Le et al., 2009; Osada et al., 2011; Li et al., 2015; Trabue

et al., 2021a; Trabue et al., 2021b), although there are some

exceptions, but with contradictory results. Feeding pigs reduced

CP diets has resulted in increased emissions of CO2 and CH4, but

no effect on N2O (Clark et al., 2005); increased emissions of N2O,

but no effect on CH4 (Kerr et al., 2006); no effect on CO2, decreased

CH4, but increased N2O emissions (Philippe et al., 2006); and may

result in manure with a reduced potential for CH4 production

(Jarret et al., 2011a). In a similar and inconsistent manner, pigs fed

diets containing increased dietary fiber have shown an increase

(Velthof et al., 2005; Jarret et al., 2011a; Jarret et al., 2011b; Li et al.,

2011) or no change (Kerr et al., 2006) in CH4 emissions; decreased

(Kerr et al., 2006) or no effect (Li et al., 2011) on N2O emissions; and

no effect on CO2 emissions (Li et al., 2011). Lastly, Trabue and Kerr

(2014); Kerr et al. (2020), and Trabue et al. (2022) reported no effect

of feeding high dietary fiber diets on CO2, CH4, or N2O emissions.

Therefore, within the production facility, diet composition

differences have dramatic effects on N excretion and NH3

emissions, but limited and inconsistent effects on GHG emissions.

Overall, results from several studies clearly show that by reducing

dietary CP levels while meeting dietary AA requirements for whole

body protein needs, the proportion of dietary N excreted in manure

or being emitted from manure is decreased, and the proportion of

dietary N retained in the body is increased, thereby improving

efficiency of dietary N utilization.

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) of environmental impacts of swine

diets, feeding programs, pig farms, and pork supply chains is an

emerging approach to reduce the carbon, N, and environmental

footprint of pork production (Shurson et al., 2022; Shurson and

Urriola, 2022). This can be accomplished by using multi-objective

feed formulation that includes LCA data for ingredients, based on

geographic origin and calculated using standardized methods (LEAP,

2015), as constraints when formulating low environmental impact

diets used in precision pig feeding programs (Mackenzie et al., 2016;

Garcia-Launay et al., 2018; de Quelen et al., 2021). Environmental

impact data of feed ingredients are determined based on types and

amounts of production inputs and processes, which are indirectly

linked to nutritional composition and digestibility of ingredients that

affect carbon, N, and phosphorus utilization efficiency and emissions.
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Monteiro et al. (2021) used a modeling approach to determine

correlations between pig production traits and LCA impacts for

1 kg of body weight gain at the farm gate. Results from this study

showed that N excretion was positively correlated with feed

conversion ratio (r = 0.96), and several LCA measures including

climate change (r = 0.96), acidification potential (r = 0.97),

eutrophication potential (r = 0.97), and land occupation (r = 0.96)

regardless of type of feeding program used.

Measurement of NUE should involve multiple criteria at

multiple scales beginning with whole body N efficiency or SID

Lys per kg lean meat at the metabolic level of individual pigs.

Although it may not be intuitively apparent, the high mortality and

reduced lean growth rate and efficiency resulting from multiple

systemic developmental deficiencies of low-birth-weight pigs

caused by IUGR are significant contributors to suboptimal NUE

on commercial swine farms. Mass balance of N intake, retention,

excretion, and emissions are also important measures of NUE that

can be applied at the individual pig, group, farm, and supply chain

levels. Reducing dietary CP concentrations while providing

adequate supplementation of crystalline AA is an effective

approach for reducing N excretion, and the benefits of increasing

dietary fiber on increasing N retention in manure to minimize

emissions are important contributors to NUE. The high correlation

of N excretion with several LCA measures indicates that

multiobjective feed formulation can be useful for reducing N

footprint at the pig farm level.
3 Potential biological interventions

3.1 Genetic selection

Pig genotype is an important component that affects nutrient

utilization efficiency. Kyriazakis (2011) evaluated the potential for

including 1) feed wastage associated with feeding behavior traits, 2)

digestion efficiency, 3) maintenance requirements, 4) net efficiency of

energy and nutrient utilization, and 5) partitioning of limiting

nutrient within productive and between productive and immune

functions as selection criteria in swine breeding programs to improve

nutrient utilization efficiency. Of these factors, only improving

digestion efficiency and reducing maintenance requirements

provide some opportunity for increasing nutritional efficiency.

Although there appears to be significant genetic variation in

feeding behavior among pig genotypes, the opportunity to reduce

nutrient losses from feed wastage associated with this trait appears to

be minimal. There also appears to be minimal variation in net

efficiency of nutrient utilization among pig genotypes, and no

evidence of measurable variation in nutrient partitioning within

and between productive and immune functions. While there

appears to be limited variation in nutrient utilization efficiency

associated with genetics, genetic selection has resulted in a

tremendous increase in lean deposition rates. When increased lean

deposition is combined with slaughtering leaner pigs at heavier

weights, the proportion of nutrients retained in consumer-edible

lean tissue is increased, which increases the efficiency of dietary

nutrients when expressed on an edible lean pork product basis.
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As previously described, Monteiro et al. (2021) used a modeling

approach to show that the use of feed conversion as selection criteria

in pig breeding programs is a promising holistic approach for

improving nutrient utilization efficiency and reducing the

environmental impact of pig production. However, an increased

gain-to-feed ratio is not necessarily equivalent to an improvement

in feed efficiency (Crews, 2005) because different sources of variability

in feed intake must be considered, including nutrient requirements

for maintenance and growth. As a result, residual feed intake, defined

as the difference between observed average daily feed intake (ADFI)

and the ADFI predicted from production and maintenance

requirements of pigs has been proposed to potentially improve

indices of nutrient utilization efficiency. Saintilan et al. (2013)

evaluated the use of residual feed intake as a selection criterion to

improve feed efficiency and potential to reduce N and P excretion in

four pig genotypes. Heritability estimates for N and P excretion traits

were low to moderate, ranging from 0.29 to 0.40, with greater

correlations between feed conversion ratio and N and P excretion

traits in sire breeds (0.57 to 0.86) than dam breeds (0.38 to 0.53),

indicating that residual feed intake could be used successfully in

genetic selection programs to reduce N and P excretion. Shirali et al.

(2013) also identified quantitative trait loci for feed efficiency

measured by residual energy intake and its association with

production, feed conversion ratio, and N excretion traits at

different stages of growth of a commercial genotype. They reported

that regulation of feed efficiency is partially independent of

production traits, where changes in efficiency of feed utilization are

due to underlying contributors to residual energy intake including

metabolism, digestion, and protein turnover, and different genes were

responsible for feed utilization efficiency at different stages of growth.

Despite considerable interest in residual feed intake as a selection

criterion in swine breeding programs, it has not been widely adopted.
3.2 Sex differences

Lean tissue growth rates for intact males (boars) are up to 30%

greater compared with physical castrates (barrows) and immature

females (gilts), which results in a greater proportion of N retained in

the carcass of the N consumed, and thereby improves NUE caused by

reduced demand of AA needed for maintenance (Knudson et al.,

1985; Campbell and Taverner, 1988; Hansen and Lewis, 1993;

Quiniou and Noblet, 1995; Xue et al., 1997; van Lunen and Cole,

1998). While rates of lean tissue deposition are greater in boars

compared with gilts or barrows, little is known about differences in

marginal efficiency of AA utilization. However, the percentage of

protein in the muscle, and muscle fiber diameter are similar between

boars and barrows (Knudson et al., 1985) with some data (Hansen

and Lewis, 1993) suggesting that efficiency of protein (Lys) intake

used for growth may be greater for boars compared with barrows or

gilts. This observation is supported by Moehn et al. (2004) who

observed that the rate of Lys catabolism decreases with increasing

growth potential, thereby suggesting that boars have a higher

marginal efficiency of Lys utilization compared to barrows.

However, the presence of boar taint in pork products is considered

unacceptable among most consumers (Xue and Dial, 1997).
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Boar taint is caused by androstenone, which is produced in the

testes and is a pheromone that serves as a sexual attractant to sows,

along with skatole (3-methylindole), and other indoles which are

produced in the intestine from microbial degradation of tryptophan

(Claus et al., 1994) and found in intact male pigs at increased

amounts upon reaching puberty (Babol and Squires, 1995). These

compounds accumulate in adipose tissue and their concentrations

are affected by age at sexual maturity, BW, genotype, and nutrition

(Squires et al., 1993; Xue and Dial, 1997; Dunshea et al., 2001; Aldal

et al., 2005; Squires et al., 2020). These compounds are markedly

reduced in adipose tissue of physically castrated pigs (Bonneau,

1982; Wesoly and Weiler, 2012). Short-term strategies to control

boar taint have been ineffective due to high genetic variation among

individuals and populations. Although selective breeding, genome

editing, and metabolic profiling may be effective approaches for

managing this problem, they are long-term potential solutions

(Squires et al., 2020). Therefore, the use of physical castration or

immunological castration to prevent boar taint and provide similar

pork quality characteristics are the only current solutions (Elsbernd

et al., 2016).

Barrows have greater feed intake and growth rate, and reduced

gain efficiency and carcass lean percentage than gilts (Ekstrom,

1991). As a result, gilts require greater concentrations of dietary AA

to maximize rate and efficiency of gain than barrows (Cromwell

et al., 1993). Furthermore, the dietary AA concentrations needed to

maximize feed efficiency and carcass lean percentage are greater

than those required for maximum growth rate (Cromwell et al.,

1993). As a result of differences in AA requirements and feed intake

between barrows and gilts, penning barrows and gilts separately and

feeding diets that more closely match their respective nutrient

requirements can reduce feed cost, increase revenue from

improved carcass lean, and improve NUE of the swine

production system. In addition, penning barrows and gilts

separately may improve growth performance of barrows due to

overcoming behavior differences associated with social rank and

aggression between barrows and gilts in mixed sex pens (Mikesell

and Kephart, 1999). However, economic, growth performance,

carcass composition, and nutritional efficiency advantages of

split-sex feeding apply only to the growing-finishing period (35 to

105 kg) because there are minimal if any differences in growth rate,

feed intake, gain efficiency, and lysine requirements of weaned pigs

between 19 to 54 days of age (Hill et al., 2007). Therefore, in

contrast to the limited potential for using genetic selection to

improve marginal AA efficiency, there is significant opportunity

for improving NUE by using separate sex feeding programs.

Unfortunately, split-sex feeding is underutilized in commercial

pig productions systems around the world, but could be widely

implemented to obtain economic and NUE advantages compared

with mixed sex feeding systems.
3.3 Market weight

As previously discussed, pigs marketed at increasing BW have

increased rates of lean tissue deposition per day, and greater

deposition relative to rates of deposition of other non-skeletal
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muscle tissues (Strathe et al., 2009; Danfær and Strathe, 2012),

but may undergo decreasing marginal efficiencies (at least for Lys).

Diets for growing pigs tend to be greater in energy density and

digestible AA concentrations than gestation and lactation diets to

meet nutritional needs. Feed efficiency (kg body weight gain/kg

feed) is a crude measure for N utilization but is greatest in early

growth (1.0 to 2.0 kg feed/kg body weight gain) and declines to 3 to

4 kg feed/kg body weight gain in the late finishing phase depending

on genotype, sex, and market weight (Villamar and Sardá, 2019).

Therefore, increasing market weight of pigs generally reduces NUE.
3.4 Metabolic modifiers

The endocrine system is an important component in the

complex process of partitioning energy and nutrients between

muscles and adipose tissue during animal growth and provides a

viable opportunity to improve nutrient utilization efficiency.

3.4.1 Porcine somatotropin
Administration of pST (growth hormone) to growing pigs has

been shown to consistently increase growth rate 10 to 20%, decrease

feed intake 10 to 15%, increase gain efficiency 15 to 30%, decrease

lipid accretion 20 to 80%, and increase protein deposition 20 to 50%

(Etherton and Smith, 1991; Mikel et al., 1993; Etherton, 2000; Oliver

et al., 2003). While boars do respond to somatotropin treatment,

growth performance responses to somatotropin appear to be greater

in gilts and barrows compared with boars (Krick et al., 1992;

McCauley et al., 2003). This growth improvement is due to

altering the partitioning of absorbed energy and nutrients rather

than improving nutrient digestibility or changing muscle fiber type

(Beerman et al., 1990; Etherton and Smith, 1991; Krick et al., 1992;

Mikel et al., 1993). The decrease in adipose tissue from pST

administration is largely due to a reduction in lipogenesis

(Etherton, 2000), while the increase in protein deposition is

mainly due to a decrease in protein degradation and AA

catabolism (Vann et al., 2000). Unfortunately, despite the

potential for improving NUE in growing pigs, this technology has

not been adopted for several reasons including negative consumer

attitudes toward hormones used in food production, delivery

system challenges (Foster, 1999), regulatory approval, and the

increased level of management required.

3.4.2 Gonadotropin releasing factor analogue-
protein conjugate (Improvac® or Improvest®)

As previously discussed, intact male pigs have greater growth

rate, feed efficiency, and carcass lean than physically castrated male

pigs, but pork derived from boar may contain “boar taint” which is

an undesirable off-flavor sensory characteristic that many

consumers find objectionable (Meier-Dinkel et al., 2013).

However, the practice of surgical castration of male pigs to

prevent boar taint in pig meat has been considered undesirable,

especially without the use of anesthesia, from an animal welfare

(McGlone and Hellman, 1988; McGlone et al., 1993) and from a

consumer perspective (Aaslyng et al., 2016). As a result, pig

producers in some countries such as the United Kingdom and
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Ireland have not been allowed to physically castrate male pigs since

2003 (Rault et al., 2011). Consequently, alternatives to physical

castration have been explored, such as genetic selection to reduce

boar taint (Grindflek et al., 2011), using sexed semen to produce

only females (Roca et al., 2011), slaughtering male pigs at lower

body weights (Dunshea et al., 2001), and feeding diets containing

indigestible fiber and improving facility sanitation (Wesoly and

Weiler, 2012). To date, however, all of these approaches require

overcoming significant barriers before they can be effectively

implemented. Therefore, there has been tremendous interest, and

implementation in some countries, in the use of GnRF in

commercial pig production systems to capture the advantages of

greater growth performance and carcass lean deposition of intact

males (Dunshea et al., 2013; Asmus et al., 2014), while avoiding the

negative effects of surgical castration on pig welfare and undesirable

boar taint in pork products which are important for consumer

acceptance (Rickard-Bell et al., 2009). The challenges and

opportunities of using immunocastration for sustainable pork

production in Europe were reviewed by Kress et al. (2019), who

suggested that while the balance between the environmental and

economic benefits of raising boars, and the reduced welfare

concerns and the risk of boar taint in pork is attractive, effective

communication of the synergistic and conflicting relationships

between the pillars of sustainability of using this technology

throughout the supply chain is needed for widespread acceptance.

The impacts of using immunocastration in male pigs has been

extensively studied and a meta-analysis of numerous published studies

has been conducted to quantitatively summarize effects on growth,

carcass, meat quality, reproductive organs, and boar taint compounds

(Batorek et al., 2012). Entire males and immunocastrates have greater

growth rate, feed efficiency, and similar N retention compared with

physical castrates and gilts (Elsbernd et al., 2015). Male pigs

immunologically castrated with GnRF have less carcass fat and

improved lean gain efficiency than physically castrated pigs (Pauly

et al., 2009). Immunologically castrated pigs can be slaughtered between

3 and 10 weeks after the second GnRF dose in administered, but

increasing this interval results in increases carcass backfat and belly

thickness, while reducing carcass lean percentage (Lealiifano et al., 2011;

Harris et al., 2017; Harris et al., 2018). Significant environmental

benefits resulting from the magnitude of improvement in growth

performance and carcass lean achieved by using immunocastration

have been estimated to be 3.8% less (carcass weight basis) than physical

castrates (de Moraes et al., 2013). In addition, the improvement in feed

efficiency also results in reduced manure production and a reduction of

land use devoted to crop production of 31 m2 per pig for

immunocastrates compared with physical castrates.

The use of GnRF in gilts has been shown to improve feed intake

and weight gain by pausing estrus activity. Oliver et al. (2003)

showed that the effects of sex, pST, and GnRF on growth

performance are additive in group housed boars and gilts. Lean

tissue deposition rate of gilts treated with GnRF was greater than

untreated gilts, but less than those treated with pST, and the

combination of GnRF and pST. Compared with gilts, intact males

had greater lean deposition rates, but only the combination

treatments improved lean deposition rate while individual

treatments had no effect.
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Short-term opportunities for non-dietary interventions to

improve NUE appear to be limited to split sex feeding, reducing

market weight, and the use of GnRF for intact males and gilts in

countries where government regulations allow its use. The potential

for additional long-term improvement in NUE may be possible if

residual feed intake is widely incorporated into swine genetic

selection programs. However, the tradeoffs between improved

animal welfare by avoiding physical castration with consumer

concerns regarding food safety associated with use of GnRF,

along with the risk of broken needles from product

administration, and the need for a higher level of management at

the farm level will determine long-term use of immunocastration

and contributions toward improving NUE.
4 Dietary interventions

Perhaps the greatest opportunity to improve NUE in pig

production systems is by using state-of-the-art diet formulation

practices and strategic use of various types of feed additives such as

ractopamine, antibiotics, L-carnitine, conjugated linoleic acid, and

feed enzymes.
4.1 Amino acid digestibility and
bioavailability of ingredients

Although reducing dietary CP concentrations by five percentage

units in combination with AA supplementation can reduce N

excretion up to 50%, achieving this magnitude of NUE requires

understanding the benefits and limitations of using different

methodologies to determine digestibility of AA in feed ingredients

(Kong and Adeola, 2014; Stein, 2017; Zhang and Adeola, 2017).

Accurate estimates of SID of AA are dependent on accurate

estimates of basal endogenous losses. Bloxham et al. (2022)

compared total AA content and SID values of ingredients in two

databases and reported that SID values were primarily affected by

the total AA concentrations in feed ingredients, which may have

resulted from inadequate methods to estimate basal endogenous

losses of AA and statistical analysis approaches used. Park et al.

(2013) developed prediction equations to estimate basal

endogenous losses of protein and AA in pigs fed N-free diets

using experimental data from several published studies and

reported that initial pig BW and the ratio of feed intake per

maintenance feed intake were two main factors that reduced

endogenous N losses.

Efficiency of dietary N utilization is also affected by AA

imbalance, excesses relative to requirements, inadequate energy

intake, digestibility of feedstuffs, fiber concentration and type,

phytate content, and non-protein N concentrations (NRC, 2012).

Furthermore, not all digested and absorbed AA are biologically

available and vary among protein sources. Although AA

bioavailability provides a more accurate assessment of their

utilization than digestibility, bioavailability estimates are variable,

are difficult and costly to obtain, and may not be additive in

mixtures of feed ingredients (NRC, 2012). There are instances
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when absorbed AA may not be completely bioavailable because

derivatives of heat damaged Lys can be absorbed but not utilized,

and infrequent feeding can cause rapid absorption but incomplete

utilization of crystalline AA (NRC, 2012).

Historically, evaluation systems used to determine nutritional

value of feed ingredients have been based on dietary inclusion rates

determined by constraints of nutrient concentrations and

digestibility, but have not accounted for differences in the rate,

extent, and timing of nutrient digestion and fermentation in the

gastrointestinal tract (Heyer et al., 2022). Therefore, an emerging

approach for evaluating the nutritional value of feed ingredients

involves measuring the digestion kinetics of dietary starch, fiber,

and protein in pigs (Gerrits et al., 2021). Chen et al. (2019) showed

substantial differences in in vitro digestion kinetics among protein

sources based on N solubilization and the release of free AA and low

molecular weight peptides. As a result, these researchers suggested

that the kinetics of release of low molecular weight peptides may be

useful in predicting in vivo protein digestion kinetics in pigs. Ye

et al. (2022) determined protein digestion kinetics in sows fed diets

containing low, medium, and highly degradable protein and

observed no effect on litter weight gain, milk composition, and N

excretion due to different protein digestion kinetics but showed that

feeding protein sources with a high proportion of slowly degradable

protein reduced body weight loss and protein mobilization of

maternal body tissue during lactation. As more is learned about

nutrient digestion kinetics in various feed ingredients used in swine

diets, more strategic diet formulation strategies will become possible

for improving nutritional efficiency, minimizing the incidence of

diarrhea in weaned pigs, and reducing the amount of nutrients

excreted in manure.
4.2 Ideal protein and amino acid balance

An imbalance of dietary AA relative to pig requirements

reduces NUE and can lead to AA deficiency, toxicity, and

antagonism (Harper et al., 1970; D'Mello, 2003). Amino acid

deficiencies can reduce feed intake, growth rate, and contribute to

feed wastage (NRC, 2012). Protein and AA toxicity rarely occurs but

can lead to diarrhea in young pigs, and toxic levels of some AA can

reduce feed intake, growth rate, and cause abnormal behavior

(NRC, 2012). Antagonistic effects among certain types of AA

involves an excess of one AA interfering with the utilization of

another structurally of chemically related AA which inhibits their

use in protein synthesis and increases their requirement (NRC,

2012). Antagonism among neutral and branched chain AA (leucine,

isoleucine, and valine) is commonly observed in swine diets

containing high amounts of corn protein (Salyer et al., 2013;

Gonçalves et al., 2015; Cemin et al., 2019; Kwon et al., 2019;

Kwon et al., 2020, Kwon et al., 2021, Kwon et al., 2022).

The concept of ideal protein AA profiles originated from the

observation that the AA composition of high-quality dietary protein

was similar to the AA composition of animal tissues (ARC, 1981;

van Milgen and Dourmad, 2015). This led to the approach of

expressing AA requirements based on an ideal AA profile that

provides an optimal balance of AA for maintenance and productive
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functions for growth, reproduction, or lactation (NRC, 2012).

Therefore, achieving optimal dietary NUE requires the use of the

ideal protein AA profile estimates to ensure an optimal AA balance

when formulating swine diets.
4.3 Low protein diets with supplemental
crystalline amino acids

The benefits of feeding low CP-AA supplemented diets on N

excretion in manure were previously described in Section 2.4.

However, growth performance and carcass composition responses

must be maintained. Results from several studies have shown that

dietary CP can be reduced by up to 4 percentage units, if adequate

amounts of crystalline AA are supplemented to meet estimated

requirements and reduce N excretion and emissions in manure

(Cappelaere et al., 2021) without compromising growth

performance (Kerr et al., 2003a; Kerr et al., 2003b; Nyachoti et al.,

2006; Yue and Qiao, 2008). However, inconsistent results have been

reported in other studies regarding the effects of reducing dietary

CP level by more than 3 percentage units on growth performance of

pigs (Wang et al., 2018). Reduced growth performance in pigs fed

low CP diets observed in some studies has been attributed to a lack

of intact protein and hydrolyzed peptides which are associated with

maintaining N retention and whole-body homeostasis (Guay et al.,

2006), improving activities of digestive enzymes (Shimizu, 2004),

and reducing excessive oxidation of AA (Yen et al., 2004). In

addition, depending on the frequency of meals, studies have

shown that digestion and absorption of AA occurs more rapidly

in diets containing high amounts of crystalline AA than in diets

comprised primarily of intact protein sources such as soybean meal

(Yen et al., 2004). Amino acid utilization efficiency may be different

in low CP diets if the dietary ideal protein AA profiles do not match

the changing requirements of pigs during each growth stage (van

Milgen and Dourmad, 2015).
4.4 Feed additives

4.4.1 Ractopamine
Ractopamine is a b-agonist that is added to swine feed in the

U.S. to increase growth rate and efficiency (Puls et al., 2014) by

increasing muscle protein synthesis (Ulrey et al., 2013) and

reducing lipid content (Moore et al., 2009) without affecting pork

meat quality (Elsbernd et al., 2015). Results from a meta-analysis

conducted by Apple et al. (2007) supported the conclusion that

ractopamine can be used to improve body weight gain, feed

efficiency, and carcass leanness when added to diets containing a

minimum of 16% CP and fed to pigs with minimum body weight of

68 kg during the last 20 to 40 kg of body weight gain before

slaughter (Bohrer et al., 2013). Feeding 10 mg/kg diet of

ractopamine has been shown to increase whole body protein

deposition, and skeletal muscle protein deposition relative to

whole body protein is greater (81%) compared than in pigs fed

diets without ractopamine (54%; Schinckel et al., 2003; Webster

et al., 2007). This improvement in skeletal muscle protein
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deposition results in a 1.08 percentage unit improvement in

boneless meat yield compared with pigs fed control diets (Bohrer

et al., 2013). Studies evaluating the use of ractopamine in diets for

intact male pigs and immunological castrates have also shown

improvements in growth performance and carcass lean deposition

(Moore et al., 2009; Lowe et al., 2014; Puls et al., 2014; Costa

et al., 2018).

Despite the multiple benefits of using ractopamine in finishing

pig diets, including improving NUE, ractopamine is one of the most

controversial feed additives in the world (Abbas et al., 2022).

Ractopamine is not allowed to be used in EU pork production,

and pork produced using ractopamine is not allowed to be imported

into the European Union because the European Food Safety

Authority determined that there is insufficient safety data and

may be detrimental to animal well-being (Balcombe et al., 2021).

In contrast, in the U.S. and several other countries, ractopamine is

approved for use as a livestock feed additive to increase growth rate

and muscle mass while reducing feed intake, carcass fat deposition,

and N excretion in manure, and that meat products from animals

fed ractopamine are safe for human consumption (Abbas et al.,

2022). However, because the U.S. is a major exporter of pork to

countries such as China, Russia, and Taiwan which have banned the

importation of pork produced using ractopamine, many U.S. meat

packers have stopped accepting pigs that were fed ractopamine to

maintain the ability to export pork (Abbas et al., 2022). As a result,

there is limited use of ractopamine in finishing pig diets in the U.S.

and the future use of this technology is uncertain but dependent on

scientific, medical, and toxicology evidence determined by

standardized analytical methodology, and applying science to

trade policies for imports and exports of meat products produced

with ractopamine (Abbas et al., 2022).

4.4.2 Antibiotics
Antibiotics have been used at therapeutic levels to prevent,

control, and treat disease, and for growth promotion when fed at

subtherapeutic levels in swine diets for many years. Several of

these antibiotics are also used in human medicine and their

widespread use in animal production has been attributed to the

development of antimicrobial resistant bacteria which has created

significant global public health concerns (Van Boeckel et al.,

2015). As a result, the European Union has banned the use of

antibiotics for growth promotion of farm animals while other

countries such as the United States, Canada, and Australia have

implemented regulations that restrict antibiotic use by requiring

prescriptions from licensed veterinarians (Lekagul et al., 2019).

However, other major pig production countries including China

and Brazil have no restrictions on using antibiotics for growth

promotion (Maron et al., 2013). Despite the contributions of

subtherapeutic use of antimicrobials to the development of

antimicrobial resistance and the serious global consequences on

human and animal health, Van Boeckel et al. (2015) projected a

67% increase in antimicrobial use in animal production by 2030

due to increasing consumer demand for animal derived food

products in middle income countries and a shift toward more

intensive, large-scale farms where antimicrobials have historically

been routinely used.
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Numerous studies have shown that feeding growth promoting

antibiotics improve BW gain and feed efficiency in starter, grower,

and finisher pigs, with the greatest responses occurring at young age

and under disease challenge conditions (Gaskins et al., 2002;

Lekagul et al., 2019). Several physiological, nutritional, and

metabolic effects have been reported and attributed to the

mechanism of action of the growth performance improvements,

including a 3.0% increase in apparent N digestibility, 5.8% increased

N retention, and a 10% reduction in N excretion relative to N

retained when tylosin was fed to growing pigs (Gaskins et al., 2002).

Similarly, Han et al. (2001) reported that N excretion may be

reduced by 5.1 to 18.8% when 11 to 23 kg pigs are fed selected

antibiotics as growth promotants. Pi et al. (2019) fed a diet

containing a mixture of ampici l l in, gentamycin, and

metronidazole to growing pigs for 2 weeks to evaluate NUE and

AA digestibility and observed improved apparent ileal digestibility

of CP and total AA, alterations in the microbiome and N

metabolism in the intestinal tract.

Yu et al. (2017) fed creep feed without or with a mixture of

antibiotics (olaquindox, oxytetracycline calcium, and kitasamycin)

to litters of pigs from 7 to 42 days of age (early antibiotic

intervention), and then subsequently fed normal or low CP diets

without or with the antibiotic mixture from 42 to 185 days of age on

NUE. They observed an increase in growth rate of pigs fed the low

CP diets with antibiotics from day 42 to 185, which was not

observed when feeding normal CP diets. Early antibiotic

intervention increased CP digestibility, and altered blood

parameters, fecal microbial fermentation profile, and glucose and

putrescine concentrations. However, Kiarie et al. (2018) fed a corn-

soybean meal diet containing antibiotics (chlortetracycline

hydrochloride and tiamulin) or benzoic acid and observed an

improvement in apparent total tract digestibility of CP from

benzoic acid but not antibiotics. Puiman et al. (2013) provided

antibiotics intravenously to neonatal pigs suggested that changes in

AA and N metabolism are caused by changes in the microbiome in

the gastrointestinal tract and liver and have limited impact of

whole-body growth on neonatal pigs.

Unfortunately, limited research has been conducted to

determine the effects of antibiotics or antibiotic-like compounds

on N emissions. A few previous studies showed that in-feed

antibiotics improve N digestibility and retention (Roth and

Kirchgessner, 1993; Gaskins et al., 2002), but this effect is not

always consistent (Kerr et al., 2022). A recent study by Ni et al.

(2019) reported no effect of feeding diets containing antibiotics

compared to pigs fed no antibiotics on ammonia emissions in wean-

to-finish pigs. Because of antimicrobial resistance concerns,

however, continued use of growth promoting antibiotics in

animal feeds is not an acceptable strategy for improving nutrient

utilization and sustainability of food animal production.

4.4.3 L-Carnitine
Carnitine is a naturally occurring compound, found in relatively

high concentrations in animal by-products but in low

concentrations in plant-based feed ingredients (Owen et al., 1997).

Its primary function is to facilitate the transport of long chain fatty

acids into the mitochondria for energy production (Fritz and Yue,
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1963). Because of its role in energy metabolism and utilization,

numerous studies have evaluated the use of L-carnitine as a feed

additive to improve reproductive, lactation, and growth performance

of pigs (Eder, 2009; Ringseis et al., 2018). Limited studies have shown

that supplementation of L-carnitine in gestating sow diets is effective

for improving reproductive performance in grain-soybean meal-

based diets, no effect of oral supplementation of L-carnitine or

addition to milk replacer has been observed for suckling piglets,

but inconsistent growth performance responses have been observed

in weaned pigs (Ringseis et al., 2018). A few studies have reported

improvements in growth performance from dietary L-carnitine

supplementation have been reported (Owen et al., 1996; Heo et al.,

2000; Rinker et al., 2003; Birkenfeld et al., 2005), but most studies

have shown no beneficial effects on growth performance (Hoffman

et al., 1993; Cho et al., 1999; Owen et al., 2001a; Owen et al., 2001b;

Han and Thacker, 2006; Pietruszka et al., 2009; Keller et al., 2011).

Reasons for the inconsistent growth performance and carcass

composition responses of pigs post-weaning and during the

grower-finisher period are unclear, but differences in dietary

concentrations of micronutrients that serve as co-factors for

enzymes involved in L-carnitine biosynthesis may be contributing

factors (Ringseis et al., 2018). Keller et al. (2011) provided evidence

that carnitine may increase muscle mass by stimulating the anabolic

IGF-1 pathway and suppressing the pro-apoptotic and atrophy-

related genes associated with apoptosis of muscle fibers and

proteolysis of muscle proteins. As a result, studies have shown

improvements in protein accretion rate, N retention, and reduced

urinary N excretion (Heo et al., 2000), and increases in carcass lean

and muscle (Owen et al., 2001a; Owen et al., 2001b) when L-

carnitine was fed to growing-finishing pigs. Results from these

studies suggest that adding L-carnitine to growing pig diets

increases utilization of fat for energy and spares AA for protein

synthesis but warrant more investigation.

4.4.4 Conjugated linoleic acid
Conjugated linoleic acid (CLA) is produced from positional and

geometric isomers of linoleic acid, which is an essential omega-6

fatty acid (Schmid et al., 2006). Several mechanisms of dietary CLA

responses have been identified including a reduction in body fat

deposition and increased synthesis of lean tissue in mice (Park et al.,

1997; Park et al., 1999), increased energy expenditure, regulation of

adipocyte metabolism, adipokines and cytokines, increased b-
oxidation in skeletal muscle (Park and Pariza, 2007), and reduced

catabolic effects of immune function in muscle (Pariza et al., 2000).

Müller et al. (2001) showed that feeding isoenergetic diets

containing CLA to growing pigs resulted in a positive energy

balance with no appreciable effect on overall metabolism except

for a slight improvement in protein deposition. Results from several

studies have shown that addition of CLA to growing pig diets

improve growth performance and carcass lean (Dugan et al., 1997;

Ostrowska et al., 1999; Dugan et al., 2001; Thiel-Cooper et al., 2001;

Wiegand et al., 2001; Weber et al., 2006), and increase CLA

concentrations in meat (Wiegand et al., 2002; Lauridsen et al.,

2005; Schmid et al., 2006), which have been shown to provide

several human nutrition and health benefits (Roche et al., 2001).

However, other studies have shown no effects on growth rate or feed
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conversion when CLA was added to weaned pig diets (Weber et al.,

2001), when added at high concentrations to growing-finishing

diets (Morel et al., 2008; Tous et al., 2013; Ivanovis et al., 2015), or

when added to low protein grower-finisher diets (Martıńez-Aispuro

et al., 2014). Differences in responses among studies may be due to

several factors including age and body weight of pigs, sex, genotype,

dietary CLA concentration, type and proportion of CLA isomers

fed, and feeding duration.

Several studies have shown that feeding diets containing CLA to

growing-finishing pigs can provide comparable or improved growth

performance and meat quality responses (Weber et al., 2006;

Pompeu et al., 2013; Pinelli-Saavedra et al., 2019) compared to

feeding ractopamine, which as previously described, has been

restricted or banned from use in several countries. Additional

studies have shown that diets supplemented with betaine in

combination with CLA improve N utilization (Fernández-Fıǵares

et al., 2012), increased growth rate and carcass protein deposition

(Fernández-Fıǵares et al., 2008), and increased yield of lean cuts

(Rojas-Cano et al., 2011) in obese Iberian pigs. Synergistic effects of

feeding diets containing betaine and CLA have also been reported

for reducing CO2, NH3, and NO2 emissions from pigs under

commercial conditions (Lachica et al., 2019). Unfortunately, cost

of CLA and need for regulatory approval in various countries has

prevented its use in swine diets.

4.4.5 Phytase, carbohydrases, and proteases
Phytate has a significant effect on protein utilization in

monogastric by affecting the solubility of dietary protein, activity

of endogenous enzymes, and endogenous protein flow (Selle et al.,

2012). Cowieson et al. (2009) suggested that phytate crosslinks with

proteins in the stomach resulting in an increased secretion of

pepsin, hydrochloric acid, and mucin, which subsequently cause a

cascade effect involving sodium bicarbonate, and endogenous AA

secretion and recovery of dietary and endogenous proteins in the

small intestine. Phytate has been shown to increase endogenous

protein flow that affects its digestion and availability of protein as a

substrate for fermentation in the lower portion of the

gastrointestinal tract (Cowieson et al., 2004; Cowieson and

Ravindran, 2007; Onyango et al., 2009). As a result of these

significant phytate-protein interactions, Cowieson et al. (2016)

suggested that the ratio of phytate to protein in feed ingredients

should be considered when formulating swine and poultry diets.

Several studies have shown improvements in growth

performance of pigs when phytase was added to diets considered

nutritionally adequate in P, which has led to the possibility that

phytase improves protein and AA digestibility in addition to its

effects on improving P utilization (Selle and Ravindran, 2008).

Cowieson et al. (2017) conducted a systematic review and meta-

analysis of amino acid digestibility responses from feeding

microbial phytase to pigs from 6 to 70 kg in body weight, and

reported an overall improvement of 2.8% on apparent ileal AA

digestibility coefficients, with a range from +0.9% for methionine

and +4.1% for proline. However, because of these small and variable

improvements in AA digestibility from microbial phytase use, it is

imprudent to make feed formulation adjustments to account for the

release of AA.
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Exogenous carbohydrase and protease enzymes are commonly

added to swine diets but their effects for improving protein and AA

digestibility are inconsistent depending on the enzyme and

composition of ingredients (Rojas and Stein, 2017). Thermal

stability of exogenous enzymes is essential for achieving the desired

response. Kerr et al. (2013) evaluated the addition of several

commercially available enzyme products containing various

carbohydrases (endo-1, 4-b-xylanase, hemicellulose, xylanase, b-
glucanase, endo-1, 3(4)-b-glucanase), a protease, or phytase in

corn-based starter and finisher swine diets containing 30% corn

dried distiller’s grain solubles (DDGS) on growth performance and

nutrient digestibility. Interestingly, several of these enzyme products

resulted in small reductions in N digestibility but had no effect of

growth performance of pigs. In contrast, improvements in CP

digestibility have been observed when b-glucanases were added to

barley-soybean meal diets but not for wheat-, corn-, or rye-soybean

meal diets (Li et al., 1996). Addition of b-mannanase to a corn-

soybean meal-based diets improved feed efficiency of pigs less than

15 kg BW but had no effect on N digestibility in 96 kg barrows (Pettey

et al., 2002). Pig growth performance responses have also varied when

various carbohydrases (e.g., b-glucanase, a-galactosidase,
galactomannanase, b-mannanase, xylanase) have been added to

diets containing corn DDGS ranging from no effects (Jacela et al.,

2010; Jones et al., 2010) to improvements (Yoon et al., 2010).

However, Jang et al. (2021) conducted a meta-analysis of data from

34 studies on growth performance responses from various types of

enzymes and reported that although feeding diets containing corn

DDGS slightly reduced growth performance of growing pigs, the

addition of exogenous enzymes to these diets resulted in slight

improvements (approximately 2%) in growth rate and gain

efficiency in corn DDGS diets and in corn-soybean meal diets

compared with unsupplemented diets.

No improvements in feed conversion (Rooke et al., 1998) or

protein and AA digestibility (Caine et al., 1997) were observed when

feeding diets containing soybean meal pre-treated with a protease

enzyme compared with untreated soybean meal. Adding a cellulase

enzyme to sorghum-soybean meal diets had no effect on N

digestibility (Kim et al., 1998; Park et al., 2003), but adding a

mixture of a-galactosidase, b-mannanase, and b-mannosidase to

corn-soybean meal diets improved AA digestibility (Kim et al.,

2003). Similarly, addition of a mixture of enzymes (cellulase,

galactanase, mannanase, and pectidase) improved protein

digestibility in diets containing corn, soybean meal, canola meal,

barley, peas, wheat and wheat by-products (Omogbenigun et al.,

2004). Although it is common practice to use mixtures of enzymes

(i.e., carbohydrases, proteases, phytase) in swine diets, antagonistic,

synergistic, additive effects can occur (Cowieson and Bedford, 2009;

Cowieson, 2010).

4.4.6 Other feed additives
Feeding a diet containing high concentrations of n-3

polyunsaturated fatty acids from linseed and walnut meal to

growing pigs increased N retention by more than 8%, biological

value of protein by 14.8%, and reduced the amount of N excreted

resulting in greater than 40% of N retained (Hăbeanu et al.,

2019). In general, any feed additive that improves growth
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performance and AA digestibility can contribute to greater

NUE of swine diets.

Improvement in NUE through dietary interventions is only

possible by using accurate estimates of SID of AA and ideal protein

amino acid profiles in precision feed formulation, and

characterizing feed ingredients based on their CP, fiber, and

starch digestion kinetics may provide further improvements in

NUE in the future. Despite their effectiveness for improving NUE,

ractopamine and antibiotics are declining in their use because

increased regulations associated with human health concerns.

Strategic use of other types of feed additives such as L-carnitine,

CLA, and exogenous enzymes may provide improvements in NUE

if the conditions for optimizing their effectiveness are identified to

produce more consistent responses.
5 Precision feed formulation
and feeding

Precision feed formulation and feeding programs are essential

and are beginning to be implemented on commercial swine farms to

optimize nutritional efficiency and productivity while minimizing

the environmental footprint in pig production systems (Andretta

et al., 2018; Gaillard et al., 2020; Pomar et al., 2021). Precision

feeding is not possible without dynamic and accurate estimates of

net energy and nutrient digestibility and bioavailability data in

specific batches of each feed ingredient used to formulated diets fed

to pigs (Shurson et al., 2021). Precision feeding of pigs (Pomar and

Remus, 2019) has been shown to reduce feed costs by more than

8%, N and P excretion by about 40% (Andretta et al., 2014), and

GHG emissions by 6% (Andretta et al., 2018). The challenges of

precision feed formulation have also been described by de Lange

et al. (2012): “The use of dietary amino acids for protein deposition

involve digestion, absorption, and post-absorptive metabolism;

biological processes which are all influenced by factors associated

with the animal (pig genotype, physiological state, and health status)

and the environment (diet composition, thermal and physical

environment) and should be considered when establishing

optimum dietary amino acid levels for groups of pigs”. Working

backwards from this statement can help improve the ability to

provide optimal nutrition to achieve greater environmental

sustainability of pork production.
5.1 Challenges of group feeding

Accurate prediction of the lean growth rate of pigs allows for

more accurate diet formulation and feeding management to ensure

that the diets being fed meet, but do not exceed, their nutritional

needs, which has a direct impact on the amount of excess nutrients

excreted in manure and their subsequent environmental

consequences. Because pigs are fed in groups, greater nutritional

efficiency can be achieved if the BW and rate of lean growth of pigs

within each group is similar so that the diets being fed better match

the requirements of the entire group. However, under commercial

conditions, there can be large differences in animal-to-animal lean
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growth rates in addition to differences in gender, genetic line, and

nutrition (Schinckel and de Lange, 1996; Wiseman et al., 2007a;

Wiseman et al., 2007b; Schinckel et al., 2008; Fix et al., 2010; Strathe

et al., 2010; Schinckel et al., 2012; Strathe et al., 2015), which

requires increasing margins of safety for AA in feed formulations to

ensure that the nutrient requirements of a high proportion of pigs in

a heterogenous group are met. As a result, overfeeding nutrients

often occurs under these conditions. However, as previously

discussed in section 3.2, penning barrows and gilts separately and

feeding diets that more closely match their respective nutrient

requirements, due to sex differences in AA requirements and feed

intake, can improve NUE of swine production systems. An

alternative approach that can overcome this challenge is to

provide group housing of pigs of varying BW but use

computerized individual feeding stalls capable of delivering

customized diets (de Quelen et al., 2021).
5.2 Challenges of accurately estimating
nutrient composition of diets

Assessing the nutritional value of feed ingredients used in swine

diets has evolved beyond determining metabolizable and net energy

and digestible AA concentrations in feed ingredients. Although it is

well accepted that SID AA digestibility must be used instead of total

tract AA digestibility when formulating precision swine diets (Stein

et al., 2007), obtaining SID values for AA in feed ingredients is a

tedious task that requires time, money, and use of animals, and is

also an imperfect science (Shurson et al., 2021). Estimates of

endogenous AA losses obtained in an experiment can vary

substantially from published values in the scientific literature due

to differences in experimental conditions used in individual studies

such as pig genotype, gastrointestinal health of the pigs, method of

digesta sampling, and analytical procedures used (Boisen and

Moughan, 1996; Jansman et al., 2002; Adeola et al., 2016).

Therefore, endogenous AA losses must be determined under the

experimental conditions used to determine SID values for AA of

feed ingredients to provide accurate estimates and to compare with

data from comparable studies. The nutritional value of feed

ingredients must also include considerations of the role of

functional nutrients and anti-nutritional compounds that affect

health, efficiency, and productivity of pigs. Use of near infrared

spectroscopy (Zhou et al., 2012; Noel et al., 2021) and validated

prediction equations and models (Messad et al., 2016; Zeng et al.,

2017) can be used to estimate SID AA concentrations of several

types of feed ingredients but more efforts are needed for inclusion of

additional ingredients. These approaches are essential for

dynamically estimating nutrient content and digestibility of actual

feed ingredients being fed to improve precision in feed formulation

compared with using average, static published values. The National

Animal Nutrition Program (NANP, 2023) has developed a large

database of nutrient profiles for numerous ingredients with mean

nutrient values and statistical variation estimates which can be

useful in stochastic feed formulation. However, more efforts are

needed for determining concentrations of anti-nutritional factors

such as trypsin inhibitors, biogenic amines, and masked and
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emerging mycotoxins in feeding ingredients because of their

detrimental effects on energy and nutrient utilization efficiency

and animal health.
5.3 Challenges of “getting the right feed to
the right pigs and the right time”

Multi-phase feeding is an essential feeding management

practice that improves nutrient utilization efficiency by more

closely matching nutrient composition of diets with the changing

requirements of group-housed pigs. Feed budgets are an important

part of multi-phase feeding because they provide management

guidance of when the transition from one diet to the next in the

sequence should occur based on actual feed consumption of the

group of pigs being fed. Compared with a 2-phase grower-finisher

feeding program, precision feeding (blending of two feeds to match

requirements) has been shown to increase NUE by up to 40%

(Monteiro et al., 2016; Andretta et al., 2018; Monteiro et al., 2021).

Mixing high and low nutrient content feeds according to

requirements of individual pigs and using individual feeding has

been shown to reduce N excretion from 42 g/d with multi-phase

group feeding to 38 g/d for individual customized feeding (Andretta

et al., 2014). Similarly, a study to compare using a 3-phase grower-

finisher group feeding strategy with daily adjustments of feed

composition based on the growth performance of the average pig

in the group and showed a 12% reduction in N excretion and no

effects on growth when adjusting diet composition daily (Gaillard

et al., 2020). For gestating sows, using a multi-phase feeding strategy

reduced N excretion by 19% and feed cost by 8% (Dourmad

et al., 2015).
6 Feed processing

The goal of feed processing is to improve the nutrient utilization

of ingredients used in complete feeds by 1) producing a

homogeneous mixture of dietary ingredients, 2) decrease

antinutritional factors, 3) increase feed safety, 4) increase

palatability and feed intake, and 5) achieve a particle size that

improves feed efficiency while minimizing gut health problems (van

der Poel et al., 2020). Optimal and efficient feed processing is

dependent on a detailed understanding of molecular structures

and functional properties of feed ingredients. Processes such as

grinding, conditioning, roasting, pelleting, and extrusion change the

three-dimensional structure, functional properties, and digestibility

of Lys, protein, starch, and dietary fiber (van der Poel et al., 2020).

Therefore, the molecular structure of feeds (Yu and Prates, 2017)

and effects of various types of feed processing (de Vries et al., 2012;

Rojas and Stein, 2015; Salazar-Villanea et al., 2016) on protein and

AA digestibility must be considered when attempting to improve

NUE in swine diets.

Reducing particle size of feed ingredients by grinding is a

common practice and effective way of improving energy and

nutrient digestibility of swine diets (Wondra et al., 1995a). Several

studies have shown that reducing particles size improves
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digestibility of protein and AA in corn (Wondra et al., 1995b),

barley-field pea diets (Oryschak et al., 2002), lupins (Kim et al.,

2009b), and wheat (Mavromichalis et al., 2000). One study showed

an improvement in energy digestibility but not protein and AA

digestibility when particle size of DDGS is reduced (Liu et al., 2012).

Other studies showed no effect of particle size reduction on AA

digestibility of corn (Rojas and Stein, 2015), barley (Medel et al.,

2000), and soybean meal (Fastinger and Mahan, 2003) except for an

increase in four indispensable AA. However, in nearly all types of

feed ingredients and diets, dry matter, digestible energy, and

metabolizable energy concentrations increase as particle size is

reduced, resulting in improvements in feed conversion (Rojas and

Stein, 2017). However, diet particle size is one of several factors

associated with an increase in gastric ulcers in pigs, which is a

common problem in commercial swine farms worldwide which

leads to economic losses from decreased growth rate and feed

intake, increased mortality and morbidity (De Witte et al., 2017).

Extrusion has a greater effect on the physicochemical

characteristics of feed ingredients than pelleting (Zijlstra et al., 2009)

due to changes in temperature, pressure, friction, and attrition during

the process, where it has been shown to improve feed conversion by 8%

and N digestibility by 6% for complete feeds (Sauer et al., 1990).

Extruding feed ingredients containing high concentrations of anti-

nutritional factors has been shown to improve ileal digestibility of AA

in pigs (Owusu-Asiedu et al., 2002; Sun et al., 2006; Stein and Bohlke,

2007; Rojas et al., 2016). Hydrothermal processing, such as extrusion

and expansion, reduces heat-labile anti-nutritional factors and

subsequently improves protein and AA digestibility in swine diets

(Zentek et al., 2020). However, inconsistent responses for

improvements in protein and AA digestibility have been reported

among various studies. Extrusion had no effect on improving protein

and AA digestibility of corn (Muley et al., 2007) and a flaxseed-field pea

mixture, but protein and AA digestibility of soybean meal (Chae et al.,

1997) and field peas (Stein and Bohlke, 2007; Htoo et al., 2008) have

been shown to be improved. Extrusion of diets containing rapeseed

meal either not toasted or toasted for 60 or 120 minutes resulted in

improvements of 3.4%, 4.3%, and 9.3% in apparent ileal CP

digestibility, respectively compared with feeding meal diets (Salazar-

Villanea et al., 2018). Extrusion, with or without pelleting, of diets

containing corn, soybeanmeal, DDGS, and soybean hulls has also been

shown to improve digestibility of protein and most indispensable AA

(Rojas et al., 2016). However, the reasons for inconsistent digestibility

responses among studies and ingredients are unclear.

Pelleting involves steam and pressure as feed is forced through a

pellet die which changes the physicochemical properties of

ingredients (Zijlstra et al., 2009). Nitrogen digestibility of corn-

soybean meal diets has been shown to be improved by 5 to 8% when

pelleted compared with feeding meal diets to pigs (Wondra et al.,

1995a). However, thickness of the pellet die had no effect on SID of

AA in corn and wheat fed to pigs (Lahaye et al., 2007). Several other

studies have shown that CP and AA digestibility is improved in

wheat-canola meal diets (Lahaye et al., 2008), field peas (Stein and

Bohlke, 2007), and wheat-soybean meal diets (Ginste and de

Schrijver, 1998). Improvements in AA digestibility from

conditioning and pelleting processes have been attributed to

increased starch gelatinization and changes in protein
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conformation which improve the efficiency of endogenous

enzyme to diets these substrates (Rojas and Stein, 2017). As a

result, pelleting swine diets has been shown in numerous studies to

improve feed conversion by 4 to 12 percentage units (Walker, 1989;

Steidinger et al., 2000; Xing et al., 2004; Lewis et al., 2015; Paulk and

Hancock, 2016).
7 Feed wastage

Feed wastage contributes to N and other nutrient inefficiencies

in pig production systems but there are no simple or practical

methods for measuring it in commercial pig facilities (Skerman

et al., 2016). A practical minimum feed wastage is 5% but can be as

much as 15% or more depending on types of feeders and feeder

management (Skerman et al., 2016). Skerman et al. (2016)

conducted a simulation experiment to determine the effect of 0%,

4.2%, 9.4% and 15.2% feed wastage on ammonium nitrogen (NH4-

N) and total Kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN) of pig manure in facilities. As

expected, NH4-N and TKN significantly increased in manure

between 0 and 4% feed wastage, due to N concentrations in

unconsumed feed being greater than digested and excreted feed.

However, further increases in feed wastage from 4% to 9% and from

9% to 15% did not result in the same magnitude increase in NH4-N

and TKN, which the researchers suggested was due to decay

products being produced.

Managing variability in energy and digestible nutrient

composition of feed ingredients, along with variability in nutrient

requirements and feed intake of groups of pigs under commercial

conditions may be the greatest challenge for improving NUE.

Dynamically estimating nutrient content and digestibility of

actual feed ingredients being fed is necessary for improving

precision in feed formulation. Separate sex, multi-phase feeding

of group housed pigs, and the potential widespread use of

computerized individual feeding stalls capable of delivering

customized diets are practical solutions for substantially reduce

overfeeding and underfeeding of nutrients and improve NUE. Feed

processing methods that consistently improve nutrient digestibility

and feeder design and adjustments also offer significant

opportunities to reduce N waste on pig farms.
8 Summary and future outlook

Increasing the amount of N retained in the pig, especially in

edible lean meat, while also reducing N excretion and emissions are

needed in order for swine production to become more

environmentally sustainable. However, there are many challenges

for improving NUE on a molecular or biochemical basis in pigs.

Improving marginal efficiencies of AA use for whole body protein

accretion using genetic selection in breeding programs appears be

limited because such improvements have low heritability and there

are 20 indispensable and dispensable AA efficiencies to target.

Furthermore, even if transgenic techniques can be used to alter

such efficiencies (e.g., growth hormone insertion ‘Beltsville pig’,

Thompson, 1997; phytase enzyme gene insertion ‘Enviropig™’,
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Forsberg et al., 2013), the commercial adoption of genetically

modified lines in the swine industry have many ethical and

regulatory challenges (Thompson, 1997; Bovenkerk, 2020).

Although NUE can also be improved through sperm sexing for

gender selection, immunocastration, as well as use of exogenous

growth hormone, ractopamine, and other metabolism modifiers;

they also create implementation and management challenges, can

be negatively perceived by consumers, involve national regulatory

restrictions, and affect international trade policies.

Paramount to improving NUE, is the need for greater

understanding of nutrient needs for lean growth, prediction of

feed intake, and causes of variation of these two factors within

specific populations of pigs being fed. Unfortunately, research

studies to identify and quantify external factors affecting short-

and long-term rates of lean growth and feed intake have been

limited. These effects include but are not limited to, environmental

(e.g., heat, cold, building gases), social (e.g., group size, animal

mixing, social structure), managerial (feed and water space needs,

out-of-feed events, feed wastage), and disease (disease-specific

effects, post-infection lean growth, and compensatory feed

intake). The challenge of determining whether to formulate a

common diet for the highest lean growth potential individuals or

the average lean growth potential of a population of pigs in group-

feeding programs inherently results in suboptimal N and nutrient

utilization efficiency. If diets are formulated to meet the nutrient

needs of the animals with highest lean growth potential, then a

substantial proportion of animals within the contemporary group

are consuming nutrients in excess of their nutrient requirements

resulting in suboptimal nutritional efficiency and excess excretion in

manure. This excess nutrient is further compounded by the

magnitude and intentional use of a margin of safety commonly

assigned to AA concentrations and digestibility of major feed

ingredients due to uncertainty of actual values of the specific

sources being fed. This diet feed formulation practice ensures that

all nutrient requirements are met or exceeded so that the genetic

potential for lean growth is achieved. In contrast, formulating diets

for the average lean growth potential in a group result in

underfeeding as well as overfeeding nutrients to the majority of

pigs within a group which also reduces nutritional efficiency. Given

that excess nutrient intake does not increase lean tissue deposition,

NUE is consequently abysmal in both of these scenarios. There is

increasing interest in using individual feeding stations in group-

housing systems that allow custom blending of different diets to

more accurately deliver accurate nutrition to individual pigs in

precision feeding systems. Multi-phase feeding strategies are an

essential management practice to improve nutrient utilization

efficiency, which allows more closely matching nutrient content of

diets with constantly changing energy and digestible nutrient

requirements during growth, reproduction, and lactation

phases. Regardless of the feeding scenario used, a greater

understanding of these factors is needed so that modeling efforts

can be developed to accurately describe rates of feed intake and lean

tissue accretion in order to optimize precision feeding of an entire

group of animals.

If nutrient requirements and feed intake of pigs are more

predictable, then feed formulation can be improved to match the
Frontiers in Animal Science 15
unique nutritional needs more accurately under various commercial

production scenarios. The use of the ideal AA concept clearly

provides an avenue to prevent AA limitations and inefficiencies in

feed formulations, but better information is needed on the impact of

excess AA on lean growth and overall nutrient utilization; especially

because excess AA are deaminated and their N is subsequently

excreted from the body. In addition, methods for managing

variation in energy and nutrient composition and digestibility/

bioavailability of feed ingredients is crucial. Although animal

protein by-products and grain milling co-products are considered

to have high variation in nutritional composition, it is also known

that corn and soybean meal vary in their composition and

digestibility. Therefore, because corn and soybean meal are often

the two major energy and protein sources used in swine diets,

accurately predicting their energy and digestive AA concentrations

of specific sources being fed would improve overall dietary NUE.

Use of NIRS and validated prediction equations based on chemical

composition of ingredients are promising approaches to provide

accurate, dynamic estimates for precision diet formulation. Strategic

use of selected feed additives that have consistently been shown to

improve nutrient digestibility and subsequent feed conversion can

provide additional benefits for improving dietary N utilization if

they are cost effective. Unfortunately, more research to determine

the mechanisms of action to improve the predictability of positive

responses of feed additives under various commercial

production scenarios is needed. Feed manufacturing processes

such as grinding, conditioning, roasting, pelleting, and extrusion

can change the three-dimensional molecular structure of feed

ingredient matrices to improve their digestibility and potentially,

their nutrient bioavailability. However, the economic value of

improved energy and nutrient digestibility resulting from these

processes must greater than the cost of performing such energy-

intensive processes.

Overall, it is clear that accurate feed formulation and feeding

closer to actual nutrient needs of pigs has a profound effect on

reducing excretion of nutrients, especially N-containing

compounds, and ultimately the environmental footprint of pork

production. Therefore, ultimate goal for improving NUE in pork

production systems must involve the 4 R’s of getting the “right

amount of energy and nutrients in the right feed fed to the right pigs

at the right time”.
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